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WELCOME TO ISSUE #003 //

NOTE FROM
THE EDITORS
We're back! Issue #003 of Pod Bible is here!
Thanks so much for taking the time to grab a
copy or to have a read of the digital version.
As always, this issue is jam packed with
podcast reviews and recommendations we
think you'll love.
Time has flown by since the release of issue
#002 back in April and as with issue #001
we've been so happy with the reaction. Our
main interview with Richard Herring went down
brilliantly and it was a joy to be able to hand out
copies (with his face adorning the cover) to the
sold out crowd at his Leicester Square Theatre
show on launch day! If you were unable to grab
a copy then head to podbiblemag.com to have
one delivered to your door.

a real favourite amongst the Pod Bible crew so
it was a joy to be able to talk to Edith about it.
As well as Edith we also have interviews with
Brett Goldstein and John Quilter while Buddy
Peace is back with his regular column on how to
make a podcast, this time focusing on software!
In other news, and you may have guessed this
was coming, we are very excited to announce
that very soon we will be launching the Pod Bible
podcast! It had to happen, right? The podcast
will feature podcasters talking to podcasters
about podcasts and podcasting. Probably the
most meta thing ever but we're confident it's
going to be brilliant. Keep an eye on our social
channels for more information....
That's it for this issue. To discuss advertising
opportunities or just to tell us what you've
been listening to, please feel free to drop us
an email or get in touch on social media.
info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible
Until we're back with issue #004 in August,
thank you for your support and as always, keep
spreading the word of pod!

So onto issue #003! We're delighted to welcome
Edith Bowman to the magazine and loved being
able to talk podcasts with her. Soundtracking is
02 //

STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad
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WHAT’S A PODCAST
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT’S A PODCAST?
A podcast is a digital audio file made available
on the internet for downloading or streaming
to a computer or alternative device. To be a
little less clinical, it’s a radio show that you can
listen to wherever and whenever you choose
without being interupted by weather bulletins
or travel updates.
Right now there are over 525,000 different
podcasts available to listen to, ranging
from highly produced shows recorded in
professional studios by major broadcasters to
rough and ready homemade shows recorded
on a laptop in someones bedroom. If you have
a computer and an internet connection, you
can make a podcast, making it one of the most
democratic mediums around.
HOW MUCH DO I HAVE TO PAY?
Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes
them one of the most accessable forms of
entertainment around. Many of the larger
podcasts will feature adverts and some offer
access to extra content for a small fee but 99%
of podcasts are available for you to listen to on
demand for nothing at all.
There are literally millions of hours of top quality
content out there for you to explore - so what's
stopping you?!

HOW DO I LISTEN TO ONE?
The Spotify and Acast apps are available on
all smart phones and cover a wide variety of
podcasts. If you're an iPhone user then the
Apple Podcasts app should already be on
your phone. The same applies for the Google
Podcasts app on Android phones. Within
these apps you can search for and subscribe
to shows so that the latest episodes will be
downloaded to your phone without you having
to seek them out.
The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes
(available across this magazine) which take you
directly to the relevant podcast.
If you're on a desktop computer then the
Spotify application is very easy to use and also
available in your browser. Alternatively you can
use iTunes or go direct to the website of the
podcast you want to listen to.
// 03

GOSPEL

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... EDITH BOWMAN //

“THE BEST ONES MAKE
YOU FEEL INVOLVED IN
THE CONVERSATION, LIKE
YOU ARE IN THE ROOM
WITH THEM”
WITH AN OUTSTANDING BROADCASTING CAREER
BEHIND HER, EDITH BOWMAN KNOWS A THING OR
TWO ABOUT CREATING ENGAGING AUDIO. WE CAUGHT
UP WITH THE HOST OF SOUNDTRACKING TO TALK
LAUGHING TOO LOUDLY, NOT KNOWING TOO MUCH
AND USING YOUR INITIATIVE.
PB: IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO
JUST BEFORE YOU RECORDED THE
FIRST EPISODE OF YOUR PODCAST
AND GIVE YOURSELF ONE PIECE
OF ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

EB:Don’t laugh too loudly. It makes me cringe
when I hear my laugh. I guess I get carried
away, which is only a good thing.
WHAT MAKES A GREAT GUEST?

Someone willing to have a conversation and
allow that conversation to go wherever it
may go. To not follow the usual premeditated
answers that have been practised for a press
tour. That’s why I love getting people out of
that cycle.
04 //

WHAT MAKES A GREAT HOST?
Passion, genuine passion. I also think not
being too informed on the subject. I’m
a music and film fan, I know stuff but not
everything and I like to learn from every guest,
which I definitely do.
In SOUNDTRACKING Edith
sits down with a variety
of film directors, actors,
producers and composers
to talk about the music that
inspired them and how they
use music in their films, from
their current release to key
moments in their career.
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WHAT’S BEEN YOUR WORST
PODCAST MOMENT?
When I got home after interviewing directors
Valerie Farris and Jonathan Denton who
had just released, Battle of the Sexes and
something happened to the audio, there
was this constant whine that meant it was
unusable. I crawled to the PR people and
asked if there was anyway I could get another
20 mins with them. Knowing they were off to
Europe to do more press, I was willing to jump
on a plane or train to do it. Thankfully they had
another screening the following night and very
kindly said come along and we can chat after
that. They were such good sports and very
gracious and generous with their time.

“THE WORST ONES ARE
WHERE YOU CAN TELL
THAT THE HOSTS JUST
LOVE THE SOUND OF
THEIR OWN VOICES.”
WHAT IS IT ABOUT PODCASTS
THAT APPEALS TO YOU?
The good ones are very intimate and the
best ones make you feel involved in the
conversation, like you are in the room with
them. The worst ones are where you can tell
that the host/s just love the sound of their
own voices and their opinions are the only
opinions. Immediate turn off for me.
WHAT IS YOUR PODCAST /
PODCASTER PET PEEVE?
Well it’s a funny one. The biggest compliment
should be when people try and imitate what

you do, but it doesn’t stop you from feeling
a little pissed off that someone has basically
ripped off your idea. They just wish they’d
come up with it first and did it half as well as
you do.
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND
ANNOYING AS A LISTENER BUT
THEN UNDERSTOOD WHEN YOU
STARTED MAKING YOUR OWN?
Not really no. It’s such a wonderful world and
opportunity for people to explore and share
// 05

their passions and stories. Mine came out of
sheer frustration. I did a similar show on 6Music,
my idea that I came up with, they wouldn’t give
me a regular slot, as I knew I could give them
a really good guest every week. So I said, fuck
it, i’m going to do it myself. That is the amazing
thing about podcasts.
WHICH ONE EPISODE OF YOUR
OWN MEANS THE MOST TO YOU?
Well there are two. The episode we recorded
with Jon Favreau was our first ever and I am
forever in his debt for being so enthusiastic and
willing to jump on board with us. And then our
very first episode with Ben Wheatley, he’s such
a great supporter of the podcast, we appreciate
his love so much. He’s been on three times now!

06 //

AND FINALLY, WHICH ONE
EPISODE NOT OF YOUR OWN
MEANS THE MOST TO YOU?
Oh man that’s a hard one. The one that
has made me laugh the most and that i’ve
probably listened to the most would be The
Adam Buxton Podcast episode with Louis
Theroux, the one where they drink an energy
drink and get more and more wired the longer
the chat goes on for. Genius and a great one
to listen to on the tube, laughing out loud and
making people think you are mad.

www.edithbowman.com // @edibow
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE LAST 12
MONTHS
THE JOE ROGAN EXPERIENCE

Long Form Interview

#1278 // Kevin Hart // Apr 2019
Kevin Hart is one of the biggest comedians on the planet. In 2015 he
played to a crowd of over 53,000 people on the Philadelphia leg of his
tour. In 2018 he pulled out of hosting the Oscars amid anger at some
old tweets of his. In this two hour conversation with Joe he discusses all
these things and more in an ever positive and inspiring manner. Fan of
his movies or not, we urge you to give this a listen.

STOP AND SEARCH

Activism / Panel Interview

Inside the Cannabis Social Club // Nov 2018
The Stop & Search Podcast has achieved many “firsts” in its short life
thus far. In July of last year they were the first ever podcast to record
inside the Houses of Parliament and then, in November, they followed
that up by recording the first ever live podcast inside an underground
London cannabis members club. Host Jason Reed was joined by the
Police & Crime commissioner of Wales, the chair of the U.K. cannabis
social club movement and a doctor from the University of Leicester.

BLACKOUT

			

Fiction / Thriller

Pilot // Mar 2019
Rami Malek shot to mainstream attention with awards, praise and
criticism galore after his turn as Freddie Mercury in Bohemian Rhapsody
but in this new audio drama the tone is pitched far closer to his
breakout role in the conspiracy heavy Mr Robot. After an out of the
blue power & communications blackout, we follow Rami in the role of
local radio show host, Simon. What follows is a world of conspiracy and
confusion as the lack of communication and information takes hold.
08 //
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DAVID TENNANT DOES A PODCAST WITH... Interview

Olivia Colman // Jan 2019
Sometimes the best interview podcasts feel like two mates having a
good old catch up. When those two mates are award winning actors
then you're probably onto a winner. The former Broadchurch colleagues
discuss Olivia's journey into acting, the difficulties of fame and there's
a number of hilarious anecdotes chucked in for good measure. Olivia
can be self-deprecating at times but her forthright and well humoured
approach is something to admire.

INSANE IN THE MEN BRAIN

Interview / Menatl Health

Tez Ilyas // Feb 2019
Men talking to other men is hardly a groundbreaking new idea in
the podcasting realm. But men talking about their mental health with
openness and freedom is a little more unusual. Each week host Rich
Wilson sits down with a guest and just sees where the conversation
takes them. In this episode Tez Ilyas goes hand in hand with Rich
through the impossibly complex topic of the #metoo movement and the
general outing of so many appalling behaviours over the years.

THE NOD

Culture / Documentary

Saving Grace // Sep 2018
Focusing on the "beautiful and complicated dimensions of black
life", Brittany Luse and Eric Eddings present fascinating stories about
a vast variety of subjects. In this episode they speak to a woman
called Autumn who decided to preserve the memory of her deceased
Grandmother through the popular computer game The Sims. What
follows is a fascinating examination of grief and the different ways it can
be dealt with. A thought provoking listen.

GOSSIPMONGERS

		

Comedy

Episode 1 // Luke McQueen // Mar 2019
Sometimes new podcasts just work. With only a handful of episodes
under their belt the “Gossipmongers” have already garnered praise
from over the garden fence to the pages of The Guardian. Each
episode Joe Wilkinson, David Earl and Poppy Hillstead work their way
through audience submitted bits of gossip. Episode 1 features a piece
of gossip that will have you thinking twice next time you're planning a
muddy walk in the countryside.

// 09
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THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

BINGEWORTHY
SHOWS FOR YOUR
SUMMER HOLS
EACH ISSUE ACAST’S SOPHIE HERDMAN
DELIVERS HER TEN COMMANDMENTS - THE
SHOWS YOU SHOULD BE LISTENING TO
RIGHT NOW, BASED ON A DIFFERENT THEME
EACH TIME. THIS MONTH, SHE’S LOOKING
AT BINGEWORTHY PODCASTS FOR YOUR
SUMMER HOLIDAY.
“There’s nothing like finding a really good new podcast to binge
on during a long plane ride or while you’re tanning on a sun
lounger. Here are ten bingeworthy series for you to get obsessed
with this summer.”

10 //

BERKHAMSTED
REVISITED

IS IT JUST
ME?

Hosted by two twenty-something women
called Laura, this show is a romp back
through those awkward teenage years.
You’ll hear excerpts from a teenage Laura
Kirk’s diaries as well as nostalgia-soaked
interviews with everyone from Konnie Huq
to Paul Danan.

Each week Jo Elvin, James Williams and
a celebrity guest debate the funniest,
weirdest and most pressing dilemmas:
from social media to health, to… bra
washing. Are you alone in your strong
opinions on trivial stuff? Tune in to find out.
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KERMODE
ON FILM

PAPPY’S
FLATSHARE

The UK’s premier film critic brings his
customary charm and expertise to this
highly listenable weekly film podcast.
Featuring highlights from his BFI live
shows, head-to-heads with YouTuber and
critic Jack Howard as well as plenty of
other features, it’s an absolute must for
film fans.

Comedians Ben Clark, Matthew Crosby and
Tom Parry bring a mix of their award-winning
live panel gameshow Flatshare Slamdown,
their Beef Brothers: Cold Cuts in which they
solve your flatshare-related problems with
the help of a special guest, and House
Meeting in which they sit down, catch up
and set the world to rights. Fun!

REDHANDED

RULE OF
THREE

The show that jumps head-first into all
manner of macabre madness. Hosts
Hannah and Suruthi cover everything
from big time serial killers (and those you
may never have heard of), to hauntings,
possessions, disturbing mysteries, bizarre
whodunnits and basically anything that
tickles your creepy fancy.

Comedy writers Jason Hazeley and Joel
Morris talk to people who make comedy
about something funny that they love.
Guests including Charlie Brooker, Katy
Brand and Matt Lucas pick a TV show, a film,
a book, an album or a comic that means
something to them and go to town.

THE
BRIGHTS

THE MAGNUS
ARCHIVES

Essex’s liveliest family - and original stars
of The Only Way Is Essex - invite you to
listen in to every aspect of their lives in the
world’s first scripted reality podcast. Join
Lydia Bright and her sisters, brother, mum
and dad for the real life lowdown from
family ups and downs, fights, romances
and much more.

The horror fiction podcast examining what
lurks in the archives of the Magnus Institute
- an organisation dedicated to researching
the esoteric and the weird. Join Jonathan
Sims as he explores the archive, featuring
guest actors, short stories and serial plots.
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THE MODERN
MANN

WHITE WINE
QUESTION TIME

Amazing stories, emerging trends and sex
advice with Olly Mann, Alix Fox and Ollie
Peart. It describes itself as “the magazine
show for the modern world”, with incredible
interviews.

Hosted by Kate Thornton, this podcast brings
together three well-known friends, three
bottles of wine and three thought-provoking
questions. Discover the friendships behind
the entertainment headlines, and listen
in on their conversations for a side to the
celebrities you've never heard before.

ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST PODCASTS.
FIND WHAT SPEAKS TO YOU AT ACAST.COM.

SPEECHDEVELOPMENTRECORDS.COM

12 //

MUSIC. BOOKS. CLOTHING. STUFF.
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FULL PAGE
ADVERT
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B

Exclusive coverage of the Nations League
from the Totally Football Show begins with
a preview show on May 31st, and we’ll be
following all of the action at the Women's
World Cup with The Offside Rule starting
on June 7th - only on Spotify.

14 //

BOOKMARK
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PODCASTS ON SPOTIFY //

A NEW FOOTBALL SHOW
GIANT: FOOTBALL STORIES THAT MATTER, BY THE
PEOPLE WHO WERE THERE. A SPOTIFY UK ORIGINAL
IN ASSOCIATION WITH MUNDIAL MAGAZINE

DC United v Columbus Crew // Photo: Jonathan Frederick Turton (@jftfilm)

When we sat down and agreed on the final
episode list for the inaugural season of GIANT,
the aim was to travel as far as necessary to
take audio football documentaries to the next
level. We’ve been to Lagos and LA, New York
and the north of Norway, and the deep souths
of Holland, America and London.
At each and every turn, we’ve spoken to the
people that were there to bring these football
stories that matter to life. We’ve asked people
to remind us about the best, and worst, times
of their lives to create a six part series that
drills deep into some of the most impressive,

important, and improbable happenings of the
last 30 years.
From horse farms in Alabama to football clubs
near the arctic circle, we’ve been consistently
blown away by what people have told us. We’ve
danced on terraces, legged it through customs,
sang to the rafters and got continuously lost.
Hopelessly, endlessly, lost. In cities and in
towns, in emotions and memories.
You’ll have to wait for the episode list, but
if you’re into rivalry, rebirth and the original
Ronaldo, we think you’re in for a treat.

// 15

EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP
OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE
THE IN-APP SCANNER

16 //
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THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES
WTF w/ Marc Maron		

Interview

#613 // Barack Obama // Jun 2015
There really isn’t a lot that needs to be said here. This is very much
low hanging fruit when it comes to iconic moments in podcast history.
In 2015, when people were still very sceptical on the longevity and
legitimacy of this whole “podcast” thing... one of the originators, Marc
Maron... HAD THE CURRENT PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA IN HIS GARAGE TO GUEST ON HIS PODCAST. Historic is
entirely accurate.

S-TOWN

Crime / Documentary

Chapter II // Has Anybody Called You? // Mar 2017
S-Town is an investigative journalism podcast, from the creators of
This American Life, that follows the episodic format set out by the likes
of Serial. The story focuses on John B. McLemore, a larger than life
character obsessed with climate change and keen to discuss a murder
he insists is being covered up by police in his small Alabama Town.
As Chapter II comes to a close you believe you're getting to grips with
what's ahead but by the time the credits roll your jaw will be on the floor.

RECODE DECODE

Interview

Esther Perel // Tinder and Instagram are 'crippling' relationships
Silicon Valley journalist Kara Swisher hosts candid interviews with
tech execs, politicians, celebrities and more about their big ideas
and how they're changing our world. In this fascinating chat with
psycotherapist and podcaster Esther Perel, they delve into the effects
that smartphones (and in particular social media and dating apps) are
having on our relationships. Luckily there's no mention of the need to
stop listening to podcasts..... phew!
18 //
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DAN CARLIN'S HARDCORE HISTORY

History

50 // Blueprint for Armageddon I // Oct 2013
World War I isn't as well documented or discussed as World War II,
or at least it wasn't until 2013 when Dan Carlin decided to create a 6
part mini series focusing on the great war. Part 1 (which comes in at 3
hours) focuses on the beginning of the war and the causes leading up
to it. Carlin has a reputation for depth and detail but it's his storytelling
and portrayals of the human side of the war that make this podcast so
fascinating. Strap yourselves in!

		

HIP HOP SAVED MY LIFE

Music

#20 // Frankie Boyle // Sep 2016
Romesh Ranganathan embraces his love of hip hop as he speaks to
guests about their passion for the genre. In this episode it came as
a surprise to hear someone with an on-stage persona like Frankie
speak so eloquently and passionately about a subject many wouldn’t
expect him to be so knowledgeable on. Both men go deep with their
recommendations and whether you're a hip hop fan or not, you'll come
away with a number of new artists you'll want to check out.

UNDER THE SKIN w/ Russell Brand

Inteview

#035 // Madness & Meditation w/ Ruby Wax // Nov 2017
Those that heard Ruby on a recent episode of The Adam Buxton
Podcast will know how adept she is at talking about mental health and
mindfulness. In 2017 she sat down with fellow mindful human Russell
Brand for a beautiful and thoughtful conversation about her inner
battles with self-esteem and her life changing methods for dealing with
it. Her transition from being a performer to campaigning on mental
health issues around the world is beyond admirable.

HARDCORE LISTING

		

Comedy

Episode 13 // Brett Goldstein // Jun 2017
Some podcasts bring you drama, some bring you knowledge... and some
just bring you nonsense. Hardcore Listing's simple “Top 5s” structure
has provided countless golden moments but when comedian and actor
(and this issue's Podcast Disciple) Brett Goldstein discussed his weirdest
stand up gigs, what unfolds is a weird and wonderful world of, essentially,
payment for incredible discomfort. The joy of hearing about it is only
increased by the relief of not having to have lived through it.
// 19
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

PODCASTS
WITH A SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE
JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST RECOMMENDS A PODCAST
FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR
The public gaze has once again fallen upon
football and its ongoing problem with racism
and discrimination. Kick it Out is a podcast
which aims to have a much needed discussion
about certain elements in sports
and society that we would
perhaps rather keep quiet about.
Steve Jones is a producer for the
Kick It Out podcast - so what’s
the score?
SJ: We launched the podcast
last year for several reasons.
Kick It Out is a small charity trying
to do a lot of things. The public
perception for some is that we
are an organisation which gives
t-shirts to players once a year and condemns
discriminatory behaviour when it's in the
news, but we do a wide range of educational
work. We campaign, we connect people from
diverse communities with football, and we
work with clubs from the Premier League to
your local Sunday park team.
PB: PRESUMABLY IT CAN BE
CHALLENGING GIVEN THE SUBJECT
MATTERS, SO WHAT’S IT LIKE
RECORDING THE SHOW?

20 //

We are at the heart of the conversation about
equality in football so a podcast is logical. We
also want people to know we are a small and
dedicated team who care for the cause and
love football. We're not faceless
finger-waggers who are forever
telling people off. Kick It Out has
a track record of dealing with
difficult issues with clarity and
understanding so editorially it
isn't a problem going in to difficult
areas - we are there every day!
The best part is getting out on
the road and speaking to people
who have interesting stories to
tell, which might have otherwise
gone under the radar.
ARE THERE ANY STANDOUT
MEMORIES FROM THE PODCAST?

For our Women in Football episode we met
a 16-year-old girl, Deborah, who kept the fact
she played football a secret from her dad
because he didn’t approve of girls playing
the game. Luckily, he’s accepted her decision
now. We also spoke interviewed a couple of
Jewish footballer’s about belonging to a small
minority of Jewish people who play football at
a high level.
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HOW LONG WILL KICK IT OUT BE
NEEDED - ARE WE ANY CLOSER
TO SOLVING THE ISSUES WE’RE
TALKING ABOUT?

We are busier than ever, as anyone who has
followed football this season will know. There
are many areas we are looking at; greater
protection for players, social media abuse and
the role of the companies in acting on this, the
still largely untold story of abuse at grassroots
level… and where are the BAME (black, Asian,
and minority ethnic) officials and directors?
With a mix of live panel
discussions, celebrity guests,
policy experts and general
inquisitiveness, THE STOP &
SEARCH PODCAST discusses
drugs, addiction, mental health
and the media. Availble on Spotify,
Acast and all other platforms.

We long for a time when we'll no longer be
here because we're not needed, but that feels
a long way away at the moment.
IF THERE WAS A GUEST THAT YOU
WOULD REALLY LIKE TO SPEAK TO,
WHO WOULD THAT BE?

It would have to be Raheem Sterling. It’s hard
to believe what he’s endured given he’s just
24-years-old, but the dignity and strength he’s
shown to deal with it all is admirable. He’s an
inspiration to organisations like Kick It Out and
is quickly becoming one of football’s finest
role models for the next generation. It also
helps that he’s a top player, too.
ukleap.org // @JasonTron

Available on all
podcast platforms
INFO@KICKITOUT.ORG
FACEBOOK/KICKITOUTOFFICIAL

@kickitout
@kickitout
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THE SCRIPTURES //

PODCASTS WITH BACK
CATALOGUES THAT ARE
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER
SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
ADAM AND JOE

Radio / Comedy

Although their cult 6 Music radio show ended in 2012, the majority of
Adam & Joe's podcast episodes are thankfully still available online. The
chemistry between the pair is off the scale as they make themsleves laugh
uncontrollably with dodgy impressions of the queen, arguments over
jingles and some of the catchiest homemade songs you've ever heard.

NO SUCH THING AS A FISH

Comedy / Education

What started as a spin off podcast from the researchers of QI has
evolved into one of the biggest podcasts in the country. Not only can you
impress your mates by memorising the incredibly researched facts they
share in each episode, you can also catch them perform their hugely
successful live show (featuring location specific facts) across the UK.

SLOW BURN

Politics

A political history podcast that focuses on the scandals that rocked
America, Slow Burn topped the charts with it's focus on Watergate before
examining the impeachment of Bill Clinton for season 2. Strange subplots
and forgotten characters are brought to the forefront as host Leon
Neyfakh finds parallels to the present while delving deep into the past.
22 //

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT w/ Jon Ronson
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Documentary

A seven part audio documentary looking at the butterfly effect the
creation of a free porn website back in the early 2000s had on the rest
of the industry and the individuals involved. Ronson's ability to humanise
his subjects without judgment makes this an increddibly engaging listen.
A podcast as uplifiting and moving as it is eye-opening.

ALICE ISN'T DEAD

Fiction / Horror

From the creators of Welcome To Nightvale (featured in issue #001!)
comes a mysterious and thrilling psycological horror story that might just
keep you up at night. Jasika Nicole portrays Keisha, a truck driver who is
driving across America in search of her missing wife. A gripping narrative
combined with incredible production values make this a must listen.

FIGHT DISCIPLES

Sport

After being crowned Best Sports Podcast at the British Podcast Awards
for both 2017 and 2018, Fight Disciples certainly has pedigree. Each
week hosts Adam Catterall and Nick Peet discuss all forms of combat
sport from boxing to MMA with their real skill being their ability to get
fighters to open up and show their true personalities.

BIRTHDAY GIRLS HOUSE PARTY

Comedy

In each episode comedy sketch group Birthday Girls (Beattie Edmonson,
Camille Ucan & Rose Johnson) throw a party with a different theme then
proceed to put the world to rights with their unique brand of warm and
wonderful humour. Guests have included James Acaster and Cariad
Lloyd with themes varying from New Years Eve to Halloween.

ALL KILLA NO FILLA

Crime / Comedy

Comedians Rachel Fairburn and Kiri Pritchard-McLean explore their
shared interest for serial killers in a podcast that manages to balance a
morbid fascination for gory details with genuine humour. Each episode
focuses on a different killer and brings a more light hearted approach to
the true crime genre that has proven so popular.

DOUG LOVES MOVIES

Comedy / Film

As one of the forefathers of the podcasting world, Doug Benson has
relentlessly put on the greatest film quiz podcast to ever grace the ears
of its ever growing audience. Jump right in but know that if you’re lucky
enough to catch one of the often impromptu appearances from “Mark
Wahlberg” then you’re experiencing true podcast gold.
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PODCAST DISCIPLE //

BRETT GOLDSTEIN
IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE
FIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF
PODCASTS AND PODCASTING. THIS MONTH
WE’RE JOINED BY BRETT GOLDSTEIN FROM
THE WONDERFUL FILMS TO BE BURIED WITH!
PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?
BG: I like to have the feeling of being with
friends and listening to them chat but with
the ability to turn them off
whenever I want without
hurting anyone’s feelings.
Also, in the age of the short
attention span and quick
fix, I like the expansiveness
of podcasts, and that in
depth, shades of grey
discussions can happen in
them – and even continue
with addendums the week
after based on things learnt
over the week. A continuous
spectrum of empathy. The
stuff you can’t get on TV anymore.
WHAT WAS THE FIRST PODCAST
YOU EVER LISTENED TO?
Kermode and Mayo's Film Review which I’ve
26 //

listened to from day one to now. Two hours,
I can break into four journeys. Loooooove it.
WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU
LAUGH THE MOST?
Anne Edmonds on The Grub is
maybe the funniest person I’ve
ever heard on the medium.
WHICH PODCAST
HAS EDUCATED YOU
THE MOST??
I love The Comedian’s
Comedian Podcast with Stu
Goldsmith. He is an excellent
interviewer and manages
to turn every chat into an
intimate therapy session and there are lots of
tips to cope with gigs and mental health.
CAN YOU RECOMMEND A
PODCAST OUR READERS MAY
NOT HAVE HEARD OF?
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The Grub. An Australian improvised chat and
sketch show with three people that weekly
makes me piss myself and I don’t have a bladder
problem. Anne Edmonds, Greg Larsen and Ben
Russell are so funny together. Makes my week.
Also, you probably all know this one, but if not
listen to Off Menu with James Acaster and Ed
Gamble. Funnyyyyyyy.

Brett's podcast Films To Be Buried With comes
out every Thursday via the Distraction Pieces
Network. You can also catch him in SuperBob,
a film he wrote alongside director Jon Drever.
Twitter: @brettgoldstein // Insta: @mrbrettgoldstein

CHECK OUT BRETT'S CURRENT FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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ALL THINGS BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL //
AN ADVERTISEMENT FROM

JOURNEYS INTO SPACE
EACH EDITION, THE TEAM BEHIND THE BBC EARTH
PODCAST BRING YOU PODCAST EPISODES ABOUT
THE PLANET, IT’S CREATURES AND LANDSCAPES.
IN THIS EDITION LIZ JAYNES, EXEC PRODUCER OF THE
BBC EARTH PODCAST, LOOKS BEYOND PLANET EARTH
EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN: SPACE.

SPACE RADIO

Ep. 76 // Yup it's a Black Hole Alright // Apr 2019
In this special episode of the space enthusiasts’ podcast, host and astrophysicist Paul M.
Sutter examines the biggest space story of the year so far: photos of the supermassive black
hole in galaxy M87. He explains that the orange light we see in the photo actually originated
from the time of the dinosaurs. A mind bending thought.

BBC EARTH PODCAST
Series 2 // A Different View // May 2019

Sometimes we need to look at our planet from a different perspective to really appreciate its
splendour and realise how small we really are, when sailing the seas or staring into the sky.
This episode of the BBC Earth podcast features stories that make us consider our planet from
another point of view and reveal events we would not have a chance to see from the ground.

THE CURIOUS CASES OF RUTHERFORD AND FRY
The Lunar Land // Apr 2019
The lunar cycle has fascinated subjects for centuries. In this double episode, to mark the 50th
anniversary of Apollo 11 landing, Adam Rutherford and Hannah Fry bring their enquiring
science minds to the wonders of the moon, touching on everything from human biological
clocks to marine bristle worms.
30 //
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99% INVISIBLE

Episode 96 // DIY Space Suits // Feb 2013
What does it take to make your own space suit? Well, a pair of long johns, plastic hosing and
a load of hand stitching are all key components, apparently… This episode of 99% Invisible,
tells the story of Cameron Smith, an archaeologist and explorer who creates his own space
suit and plans to test it by travelling 50,000 feet in the air in a balloon. This is extreme DIY
and you have to admire Smith’s commitment and tenacity.

BBC EARTH PODCAST
Series 2 // Weather // May 2019

In the latest edition of our very own BBC Earth podcast, Emily Knight examines the weather
on Venus. This is a planet where the thick carbon dioxide atmosphere and sulphuric acid
clouds would both crush and boil us at the same time. That said, above the clouds it’s
technically possible for humans to explore Venus in a hot air balloon wearing a t-shirt, shorts
and an oxygen mask! We just have to get there first.

SCIENCE FRIDAY

After A Year in Space, Subtle But Lingering Changes // Apr 2019
What happens to astronauts’ bodies when they go into space? A recent item on the Science
Friday podcast, highlights NASA’s study of twin astronauts Scott and Mark Kelly. While Scott
spent a year on the International Space Station, Mark stayed on Earth. Both were regularly
tested by scientists searching for changes in their gene activity. The results revealed that
Scott’s immune system in space was hyperactivated. It’s not yet known the full implications
of the findings…

BBC EARTH PODCAST
Series 2 // Forever // Apr 2019

The concept of space going on forever is a mind-boggling one, not least because our brains
aren’t designed to cope with concepts such as infinity. But perhaps, because it’s forever
expanding, it only appears to be infinite? If you were to stop time, and therefore stop the
expansion, the universe would, surely, then have a reachable end point or edge. Right? This
episode is sure to make you think outside the box… or universe… Our brains ache too.
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REVELATIONS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH GLOBAL

JOHN QUILTER
AKA THE FOOD BUSKER
THE PEOPLE BEHIND GLOBAL'S FAVOURITE
PODCASTS REVEAL THEIR CREATIVE SECRETS
YouTuber and entrepreneur John Quilter is
new to the podcast scene and we had the
pleasure of catching up with him on the launch
of his brand new podcast: Food Busker’s Cult
Food Stories. You can listen and subscribe to
the podcast on the Global Player or wherever
you get your podcasts.

London and decided to cook on the streets.
But rather than charge a set price I asked my
punters to pay me what they thought my food
was worth. Jamie Oliver noticed it one day
and asked me if I wanted to launch a YouTube
channel based on that concept, and the rest
is history.

PB: FOR THOSE OF US THAT DON'T
KNOW YOU, WHO IS THE FOOD BUSKER?

WHAT IS IT ABOUT PODCASTS THAT
APPEALS TO YOU AND WHAT INSPIRED
YOU TO MAKE A PODCAST?

JQ: I’m John Quilter a London based
entrepreneur, YouTuber / TV chef and now
podcaster. I make films about food for my
weekly YouTube show Food Busker. In another
life, I ran businesses for Raymond Blanc and
Sir Terence Conran as well as operating my
own Michelin-listed, award winning brasserie;
Marmalade. I’ve hosted numerous food
stages and consulted for some of the most
prestigious London institutions, including The
Ivy, Le Caprice and Soho House. I love food.
HOW DID YOU START MAKING VIDEOS
FOR YOUTUBE?
My restaurant went bust, which kinda broke
me - but in a good way. So, I moved to
32 //

I love the dedicated, immersive experience of
a podcast. That enables me to drive, walk or
type while learning about quantum physics,
psilocybin or the best way to make a croissant.
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
YOUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL AND YOUR
PODCAST?
They are different takes on the same subject:
The podcast enables me to focus more on
the conversation and the characters I meet in
much more detail. I also explore the history of
cult foods, which I haven't really done before
on my YouTube channel.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM
PODCAST EPISODE?
It would have been breaking bread with
Anthony Bourdain, breaks my heart that he’s
no longer with us. He, for me, epitomises my
approach and love for people, places and
plates of food.

on when we meditate. It's proving that we can
change and heal ourselves with our thoughts.
Love it.
@foodbusker // foodbusker.co.uk

WHAT OTHER CULT FOODS ARE YOU
KEEN TO EXPLORE?
Anything Japanese, mainly because of
the sheer passion, attention to detail and
conscientiousness they pour into their
work which leads to an incredible culinary
experience.
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE PODCASTS?
Tim Ferris and The Goop podcast.
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND
ANNOYING AS A PODCAST LISTENER...
BUT THEN UNDERSTOOD WHEN YOU
STARTED MAKING YOUR OWN?
What a great question. I hate it when the
interviewer interrupts the interviewee. But
guess what…..Yep! I’m guilty as charged.
WHICH ONE PODCAST EPISODE (NOT
OF YOUR OWN) HAS HAD THE BIGGEST
IMPACT ON YOU?

FOOD BUSKER'S CULT FOOD
STORIES IS AVAILABLE NOW
ON GLOBAL PLAYER OR
WHEREVER YOU LISTEN TO
PODCASTS.

The Dr Joe Dispenza interview on Goop
explaining his book Becoming Supernatural.
This guy has researched, documented and
has all the brain scans explaining what goes
// 33
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FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

GAIL
PORTER
WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE CELEBRITIES
LISTEN TO? THIS MONTH WE ASK TV PRESENTER &
FORMER MODEL GAIL PORTER FOR THE 5 PODCASTS
SHE COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT.

1
2

SERIAL

A high school senior goes missing. Her ex-boyfriend is arrested
and to this day he's in prison. But did he do it?

DEAR JOAN AND JERICHA

Julia Davis and Vicki Pepperdine. Absurd and very naughty agony
aunts offering exceptionally rude counselling advice.

3
4

THE ADAM BUXTON PODCAST
Just Adam being spectacularly Adam.

ATLANTA MONSTER

A look into the child murders that happened between 1979
and 1981 in Atlanta.

5

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT

Jon Ronson looks into the pornography industry and the impact
it has on all walks of life.
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PODCAST PROPHETS //

AISLING BEA
CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #003 IS
AISLING BEA.
It feels like almost everyone has been or will be a
podcast guest at some point and that's no bad
thing. But there’s levels to this game and different
levels is exactly what Aisling brings as a guest.
As one of Ireland’s greatest comedians she can
always find the funny in any subject and has story
upon story to draw upon, but what makes Aisling
stand out from many comedy guests is her ability
to switch the tone.
Whether it’s talking about mental health,
suicide, women’s rights or ethical
spending, Aisling seems to have a
way of tackling subjects that can
feel laboured or heavy in the
hands of others.
Pop her name into the search
section of any podcast app and
you will see many options to
indulge in, but here are a few
of our favourites...

36 //
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DISTRACTION PIECES
#166 // Aug 2017

A conversation that opens up in so many unusual directions. Whilst comedy
is of course covered, Aisling gives rare insights into her acting career and
the “behind the curtain” piles of rejections that come before every role she
gets. Aisling also speaks on men’s mental health and how partners and
loved ones can play a part in helping change the taboos surrounding it all.

DESERT ISLAND CRISPS
Episode 6 // Jul 2018

If the premise of this podcast were to come true then Aisling wouldn't be
appearing on any other podcasts any time soon - she'd be stuck on a desert
island eating crisps. Aisling has the impossible task of picking the crisps, dip
and drink to keep her alive for the rest of her days and she has a bloody
good time choosing.

BERTCAST

#276 // Feb 2018
On one of her many trips to the US Aisling sat down with comedian Bert
Kreischer to discuss the differences between UK and US comedy, appearing
at the Comedy Store and her transtition from acting to stand-up. The clash of
cultures made this a really enjoyable listen and massive props to Aisling for
managing to keep Bert reasonably reigned in.

FILMS TO BE BURIED WITH
#16 // Oct 2018

Does Aisling pick some amazing films? Yes. Does she have great reasons for
these films and discuss great memories related to them? Yes. Will the main
thing you remember from this conversation be Aislings strange feelings
towards Ainsley Harriet and his powerful, powerful hands? 100%
Warning: this may haunt your dreams for weeks to come.

OFF MENU

Ep 5 // Jan 2019
Within the first 10 minutes, unprompted, Aisling tells 3 different food stories
that all involve potato, not doing wonders for the removal of Irish stereotypes.
But fear not! The menu choices that follow truly display what a well traveled
comedian and actress Asiling is (as well as being full of funny tangents, the
formation of a new food based rap group and the eating habits of Paul Rudd).
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POD BIBLE COMPETITION //

WIN A SET OF AUDIYO
WIRELESS SPEAKERS!
TO GET YOUR HANDS ON A SET OF AUDIYO BANGAZ STEREO
WIRELESS SPEAKERS, SIMPLY DO THE FOLLOWING:

1 FOLLOW POD BIBLE ON TWITTER
2 TWEET US YOUR FAVOURITE PODCAST
3 USE THE HASHTAG #PODBIBLECOMP
COMPETITION CLOSES JULY 19TH 2019. WINNER ANNOUNCED VIA
PODBIBLE SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS THEREAFTER. @PODBIBLE
The latest evolution of the Audiyo wireless
speaker, the Audiyo Bangaz speaker lives up
to its name. These speakers are banging.
With a unique driver and a solid magnetic
base it can be stuck to any iron-based service
and fill a room with sound.
Using it's unique metal driver and it's 360
degree direction allows the Audiyo Bangaz
stereo speakers to turn any room or place
into a party, with a battery that will keep the
party going.
The Audiyo Bangaz uses Bluetooth 4.2
to deliver the best stereo sound available
through 2 x 3 Watts speakers that produces
crystal clear sound with a deep rich bass.
38 //
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

WANT TO START
A PODCAST?
BEATMAKER, DJ AND PODCAST PRODUCTION
EXTRAORDINAIRE BUDDY PEACE IS BACK WITH
THE THIRD INSTALLMENT OF HIS PRODUCTION
ADVICE COLUMN. THIS TIME HE'S TAKING A
CLOSER LOOK AT PODCAST SOFTWARE...
Lock the gates! Welcome to another runthrough of the basics / not-so-basics of
podcast production. I hope the previous
two columns have provided you with a
nice foundation on which to build your
podcasting empire (or at least, shack in the
garden). There’s always more but it’s nice to
have some starters, just so it doesn’t seem
as daunting. This time around, I’m going to
be focusing entirely on software, or DAWs
(Digital Audio Workstations). While those
days of reel to reel splicing and manual
tape edits with razorblades and sticky tape
have their vintage appeal, thankfully we can
now perform such operations on a train,
plane, and indeed automobiles. Cafes also
rank highly in our present day mobile office
venues. But how do you get from recording
to finished file? Do you use what the good
lord has blessed us with on our laptops?
Or do we go elsewhere for our production
salvation?
Here are a few options to consider:
40 //

1. Audacity (free)
A great little DAW, with enough to get you up
and running. It’s no frills, and has no fancy
features, but it’s free and works totally fine
as an editor. There’s decent help online too.
2. Garageband (native Mac software)
The ‘Voice Memos’ of Macbooks. If you’re
in the Apple Camp you’ll surely have this
already. Using an interface similar to iMovie
and other ‘i-’ products, it’s intuitive and you
get totally adequate results (and is nice as a
multitrack sequencer), but it has drawbacks
and can try to do a lot for you that maybe
doesn’t need doing. Good for a total
beginner but we can do better, folks.
3. Audition (available with Adobe
subscriptions)
Certainly not the cheapest option, but I love
Audition. I tend to make a mix first, and use
Audition to then destructively edit it. This
means you’re editing the actual file itself,
whereas non-destructive means you’re
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Illustration: Buddy Peace

just telling the DAW to cut, fade and join
files without affecting the source itself. The
options are wide, the editing is razor sharp,
and it’s a perfect tool for the job.

"WE’RE NOT ALL MAKING
RADIOLAB HERE, SO
YOU’LL BE GRAND WITH
ANY OF THESE! "
4. Reaper (free for 60 days, then $60 for
a license)
A bold app, light on laptop usage and with
crazy potential. It’s worth giving it a trial spin
and testing it out. You can do everything
you need, as well as make your own key
commands and processes – you might need
help with those but after that you’re golden.
A very interesting option.
5. Logic X (£199)
I’ve been using Logic since the mid-00’s and
it’s amazing. I use this to mix usually, and

make a bounce to edit. It’s non-destructive,
works fast and smart, but has a slightly steep
learning curve. With some time though, you’ll
find it’s amazing for just about everything.
Way better than Garageband I’d say.
Of course, you can use Pro Tools but really,
you can do most of what you’d need to on
this little lot. We’re not all making Radiolab
here, so you’ll be grand with any of these!
Let me know what you use and why – I’m
very interested to hear your choices! NOW
GO MAKE STUFF!

To read the Buddy's previous columns head
to podbiblemag.com to check out the first
two issues!
www.buddypeace.com // @Buddy_Peace
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HOLY GHOSTS

FOCUS: PARANORMAL PODS
WHAT'S BETTER THAN BEING SCARED OF THE OCCULT?
LAUGHING AT IT, OF COURSE! THE FOLLOWING THREE
PODCASTS ARE SOME OF THE BEST EXAMPLES OF
COMEDY/PARANORMAL SHOWS ON OFFER TODAY...
THE PARAPOD

Podcast veteran, stand-up comedian and artist, Ian Boldsworth joins
friend and fellow comedian Barry Dodds for a series of conversations
regarding all things spooky and mysterious. Barry, a self-proclaimed
believer in the occult, has ten opportunities per series to convince a
skeptical Ian of any genuine paranormal activity. The duo pick through
well-known cases of hauntings, conspiracy theories and mysteries,
often culminating in Ian's incredulity at the outlandish claims and
beliefs of his counterpart. Barry shines, coming off as someone
incredibly invested and passionate about his fascination with all things
ghoulish. There are a plethora of opportunities for out-loud laughs,
generally, every episode will raise a chuckle.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Series 1, Episode 1
It really is best to start at the begninning to better understand the
in-jokes. But why wouldn't you, with three brilliant series to devour?

THIS PARANORMAL LIFE

Rory Powers and Kit Grier are our professional paranormal investigators
for this excellently produced podcast. Each week, they delve into the
mystic and magical, trying to ascertain for themselves (and for the
good of humanity) where they stand on famous cases and reports of
paranormal goings-on. It cannot be understated how exceptional the
audio production on this podcast is - each story is accentuated with
sound effects and music, really immersing the listener in the events
as they unfold. Rory and Kit's friendship shines through too, each
understanding the others' skits as they improvise alternative ideas as
to what happened.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Ep 42- Skinwalker Ranch w/ Gav Murphy
The chaps are joined by Regular Features and RKG Video host, Gav
Murphy to discuss the Legend of Skinwalker Ranch- an absolute banger.

44 //
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LAST PODCAST ON THE LEFT

Taking its name from Wes Craven's video nasty, Last Podcast on the
Left features a host of comedians, all coming together to discuss all
things horror-related. Looking into conspiracies, serial killers, ghostly
sightings and even creepypastas, the show often descends into
hysterical chaos, be this through uncontrollable laughter, screaming
punchlines or even attempts at rituals and incantations. The show has
the most varied discussion topics of the three shows described here,
even featuring horror/true crime-related movie reviews. A must for
fans of all things spooky.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Episode 85: Witches: A History and
Demonstration of their Power
While discussing various techniques to uncover witches in England, the
hosts give a melodramatic reading of spells and counterspells which
leads into depraved hilarity.
WRITTEN BY JOE DUCARREAUX // TWITTER: @JDUKE93 // INSTA: THEREALCOPILOTSPODCAST
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OH. MY. POD. //

AMATEUR / INDEPENDENT
PODCASTS
IN AN EFFORT TO CHAMPION THE LITTLE GUY, WE
ASKED AMATEUR OR INDY PODCASTS TO GET IN
TOUCH WITH A ONE SENTENCE DESCRIPTION OF
THEIR SHOW. HERE'S SOME OF OUR FAVOURITES...
YOUR FAVOURITE FILM IS AWFUL
A weekly podcast where we invite guests on to defend their favourite film
against negative reviews.

THE AND 1 PODCAST
A UK based NBA Podcast presented by a group of 4 guys who have the
perfect balance of knowledge and humour - perfect for newcomers or life
long fans.

SPOCKLIGHT
A Star Trek podcast dissecting the franchise from a non-Trekkie perspective.

THE VOCAL FRIES
The Vocal Fries is the podcast about linguistic discrimination where we
teach you how not to be accidental assholes about language.

THE GEEKLY
An Anglo-American podcast where each Wednesday two postgrads analyse
and review the week’s genre television and film, including superhero,
horror and fantasy.
46 //
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THE CO-PILOTS PODCAST
Two idiot friends discuss the pilot episodes of various TV shows of a similar
theme (more often than not, Gilmore Girls will appear!)

THE GOOD FIGHT TATTOO PODCAST
A weekly dose of the conversations had whilst working at our tattoo studio
in London, from the serious to the hilarious and everything in between.

PR BANTS
A podcast where two friends explore current affairs through a PR lens, and
discuss the spin behind the news, politics and brands.

MOTHERS RUIN
Mothers Ruin bring you tales of the dark, funny and fascinating history of gin,
plus tastings, interviews and recipes.

FOR YOUR RECONSIDERATION
For Your Reconsideration is a film podcast for movies that deserve a second
chance.... maybe.

PEOPLE SOUP PODCAST
People Soup is all about psychology at work - making behavioural science
accessible, useful & fun for humans at work (& beyond).

THE CASUAL BIRDER PODCAST
For those who love wild birds and nature: listen to my birding experiences,
recorded bird walks, interviews with others and notes from listeners around
the world.

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #003?
SEND US A ONE SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!
#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE
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THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH ISSUE #004
IN AUGUST FEATURING AN INTERVIEW
WITH ROMESH RANGANATHAN!

@podbible
DESIGN & LAYOUT BY ADAM RICHARDSON
@MYNAMEISAD / MYNAMEISAD.CO.UK
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, EDITH BOWMAN, BRETT GOLDSTEIN, GAIL PORTER,
JASON REED, BUDDY PEACE, JOE DUCARREAUX, SCROOBIUS PIP & HANNAH RICHARDSON
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THE DISTRACTION PIECES NETWORK IS THE HOME OF EVERYTHING
REQUIRED TO MEET YOUR WEEKLY PODCAST NEEDS.
AVAILABLE ON ACAST, SPOTIFY AND ALL GOOD PODCAST PLATFORMS.// 49

